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THE POLITICS OF COLOURS AND THE POLITICS OF WRITING IN THE FICTION OF JEAN RHYS
Elaine Savory Fido
I had always imagined that my aunt didn't like me much, but the
colour she had chosen was 'exactly right, a blue-green which reminded
you of the sea, and my eyes were no longer pale but reflected the colour.^
Although some critics have noticed that colourà play a particular role in Jean Rhys’
fiction, there has as yet been no extensive, sustained attempt to interpret her palette.^
Colour is a sustained code in her writing, including not only the primaries <red, blue,
green, yellow), but also purple, pinlc, silver, brown, ochre, black, white, bronze, beige,
gold, grey, orange and various significant combinations of the above.^ In addition, Rhys
is acutely aware of race and of, therefore, the "colours" of people, (black, white, red,
yellow, pale, dark, blue-eyed, brown-eyed).
vt
She wrote with clarity and economy, following .Ford Madox#Ford’.s advice3td'’cutcwhen
in doubt, but just as a poet uses the compression of poetic form to advantage when,
layering the meaning in words. Illuminating the substance of the poem througli*line order
and imagery, so Rhys uses colours as a symbolic code in the fiction. There- is another
analogy with poetry, for just as poetry almost always comes from a semiconscious- level of
the intelllgence^:so it seems to me-that the colours in Rhys' writing "function 'asr;a'’'
subliminal language, a kind of space in which certain feelings and responses can be ' ^
hidden, and vet marked. Certain colours unlocked for her certain assoclation'b,^rèa€ed
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particular insights, set her along certain paths of recall.
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Our subject here is politics. I define politics as the’sphere of power relations,
in which the polarities are domlnatlon/submlsslon;. control/cfiaos';- strong/weak.i'"^e. j

i-wliw recognise the idea "of* "strong, ■ overpowering colours,' a n d -speàìc" of them as belrig.
associated with passionate or uncontrolled behaviour. ThoseVwho s e e k ‘control of their '
“
•*' «emotions or their senses, such as the devout, often wear white ».(a.xef lection, "of all
i - colours), or black (an absorber of aril). Where, as: in-Catholics'ceremonials, -strong
colours like crimsonior purple are worn, they are j:eserved .forÆ h o s e of highest-spfrltual
I ' authority, those who ought te be able to wear them without -damage, to their inner balance.
. ,■
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Our sense of colour is very much affected by culture also. 'J.et us t a k e . s i n g l e
Çsl'Bxaiiçle: the colour purple, made celebrated s few years ago-tby'thè.-novel of the same name
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Colour
Are- You?-,Annie
iillSon •‘
and'sLiirla*Be)e
dafináyüov'er.-of
violet as associated-tfithr artistic ability, appreciatloa of èeauty and .spiritual, îc
^introspection.® Indigo, .they'say,'’ihdlcatos a power'to heal/.-(By'absolute;fcontrast, the
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'luachar Colour Teat^ defines violet as a colour of immaturity:'^í.íl%
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The mentally mature will normally prefer one 'of,.th»'basic colours other nthan violet; the mentally and emotionally immatur^r'-'on-lhe, other, hand, may
prefer violet. In the dasa of 1,600 pre-adolescent schoolchildren, 75%' of
them preferred violet.- Statistics embracing.Iraníiuá^,.‘•Africans-arid
Brazillana showed a narked preference for this .cdJtour jia compared with
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Euro-Caucaalana,
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*ît is not so much the stri)cing difference i n ‘Í’nterpretátlohsí'of•the same..-colour *■'"
^^ñge here which is-in^/ortant,. but the facile slur on, thred»"guitar different .communities
'^^e a whole racial/cultural continuum present in muciv of the- world), made on the basis ot
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an assumption about what colour means. Whereas Wilson and Bek work within the context of
Eastern mysticism, Luscher takes a Western intellectual .approach through biology and
psychology, arguing that the distinguishing of colour is a result of "development and.
education rather than instinct and reactive response" {Luschec Colour Tese, 19). Yet
Luscher's analysis makes no allowance for the powerfully different, contexts of various
world cultures.
It is necessary to be acutely aware of shifting cultural contexts in dealing with a
writer like Jean Rhys, who was born of a marriage of a Creole mother and a Welsh father,
on the island of Dominica. She was born (to say colour), white, part of an oppressive "ft
minority with whom she did not strongly identify, wishing Instead that she were (to say
colour), black. Her ambivalence towards white and black (as racial identities) is clearly
shown in her autobiography. Smile Please, and in the interviews which David Plante wrote'
into his memoir of Rhys in. Difficult Women.'^ The most vivid story in Smile Please
concerns the child Rhys, (called Gwendolen, which means white in Welsh, because she was..
the palest child of the family, and she hated that), smashing with a rock the face of a^'.^
pale doll sent by her grandmother. She had wanted another one, a dark one, but that was
given to her sister. Such a symbolic destruction of an unwanted self-image of course
‘
could not free Rhys from the desire to be something she was not, a desire which often
lurked within her attitudes towards black people and black culture, about which she
sometimes harboured jealousy, Plante records her-shifting attitudes expressed in' memories
of her chlldhôod home,«'3.nr,whlch .the meaning of blackness (as racial identity) was tffaie^fea,
positive, warm, lively, happy, full of spirit, except where it was withdrawn against hers^
as against all whites, cAs long as black culture was a safe haven, the child Rhys longed
to be a-.-part of it, but when it became threatening, naturally she was afraid. From Smlle^
Please, we know that her nurse Meta, told her terrifying stories and caused her ta beiíi(,í,'j.
afraid and distrustful, «and'^hat this vasr her experience of a black mother-figure, «and *a'y
formative one.-v
'
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Yet when Rhys left Dominica as a young woman 'and remained for most of the rest of^
her life in England (making only one short-visit back to the island), she felt cut off^
from the colours and vitality of Caribbean life and the natural environment. She was'
adrift, between the mores and culture .-of .her childhood'' and the stores .and culture of. ünsj
in the twentieth' century, .and lir her wtitlhg she attempted ta articulate this lost .«tat
this cross-cultural experience,- Her heroines arei deeply uncertain women, for whom colt
have an Important meaning which is usually in some conflict with the meaning of colours
for the powerful'people who'control their.environments. Like Rhys, who struggled to ij
through feelings of self-pity,;-' self-contempt and isolation in an England she frequenti
read as cold and hostile, the women central to Rhysian fiction have to combat confident
insensitive hegemonic values," particularly patriarchal ones, without any answering
certainties on their side. î In this fictional world, colour becomes a code for shifting
v a l u e s j u s t as-in Rhyst childhood, strong colours were a code for escaping the ce^tr^
of a world which- denied' self-confidence and pleasure.* Irish Granny's fairy stories,
from England, vere "the red-, X h e blue, the .green, the yellow,", and were a loved means,
escape for the bookish girl..í'•In Smlíe Please, JRhyd .describes seeing quill pens in.^,
stationer's shop, "red, blue, green, and yellow" (103), and going in to buy about a d
of these and some, exerclsehbooks, after iiihicte. sha, began.to. write a journal which was.'j
precursor of her fiction., <•-
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I want to .digress for'a -whlle from the subject of colour hare, to establish what^
mean by the "politics of writing, ■ and the connection between this and the nature of,
colour in Rhys' work. Rhys became a writer as a result
a morally dangerous encounti
with Ford Madox Ford, who not only exploited her emotionally and sexually, but also ^
-her to'recognise % e r wrltingsability and.get ipubllshed. Her first formed„wor)t. The
tei. Bank, was a collection .of'sketches, and stories for'which Ford, wrote a preface,
ic a iî her* clarity of style,* which ha felt was different from the other women writers within'
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cultural context. As a Eurocentric man of his time, Ford saw good writing as being
control of material, cutting out anything which caused thé writer doubt. This is still a
prevailing taste within European literary culture, where conventions which provide a
reassuring sensé of control over material [life] have a strong appeal to writers and
critics alike. The originally West Indian novelist, V.S. Naipaul,® writes in this manner
and has become very much admired within the British literary establishment.
Rhys' style, then, was partly encouraged and shaped by a man whose patriarchal
values were the very ones which Rhysian heroines had to fight against. Her style, as it
were, became the controlling influence, the means by which extremely painful and powerful
emotions could be brought into order and made into art. Of course, all writing involves’
the imposition of order on the chaos of experience, and at best both flow together, in
balance, and the work seems -to write itself.- In Rhys' best work, it is as if, when this
happens, the male and female principles within her personality offset each other, as when
the controlling Rochester® is confronted by the passional Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea
There is no ultimate harmony between these poles, but rather they are together a dynamic '
universe of energy. Rhys' language, then, which tends to be carefully defined, clear and
exact, dlsçiplined, seems almost to syntolize the element which her major female
characters lack, i.e., a capacity to inpose a particular order on the world. Rhys' very
syntax contains and defines her heroines in their chaotic and aimless experience.
Colours, which act as a^subversive.code within that language, suggest the
possibilities inherent in the .Othei; .who'so defiantly occupies the central space in Rhys'
fiction. Readers of Rhys' fiction will usually be aware of the primary colours as
occupying an Inportant place. The colours red, green and blue occur a number of times,
often in combination with ïJurple,, which^^ys prefers over^yellow. Rochester in Wide
Sargasso Sea rejects the colours of the troplcsr -Everything Is'too much ... Too much ’
blue, too much purple, too much, green. The-flowers too red ...-1° The counterpane which
Aunt Cora makes in the same novel is -red, blue, purple, green, yellow, all one shimmering
colour(Wide Sargasso Sea 47). The window which is broken by Selina in -Let Them Call
It Jazzis "green and purple and yellow." in Good Morning, Midnight,^2 sasha describes
her black dress, "my dress," as having -red, green, blue, purple" in the embroidery on the
sleeves (25). It ,1s noticeable also that yellow here either ¿ornes last or is absent
This occurs a number of times in the fiction and is like ^a combination whose ordering can
unlock the door of memory for^Rhys, for it occurs in too" many different contexts to
convince us that it belongs to one particular character's consciousness.
•>
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In Voyage In the Dark, colours denote an oppositional relation between life and
death, the tropics and Europe: ^
Not just the difference between heat, cold; .light, darkness; purple,
grey.... The coloujs are red,..pu^le, yue,'^gold, all shades of greeV“';
The colours here are black, brown, .grey^ dim-green,^ pale blue, the white
of people's faces.- like..,woodllce.^2
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Life worth H y i n g is always emphasized,in Rhys' work in terms of vibrant c'oïours,
.this was the way Rhys cha:çaç:terlsed black culture,^ i¿ her way of seeing a direct
^position to white, English,culture. In 5miie Plea3e,^her^.accounts of processions and of
^rnival in Dominica amongst. the,.^lack community., stress .their colourful clothes and the
•ire they provoked in Rhys as a child. to„-dance, too, in. the sun," (43)! Rhys clearly
^ to certain stereotypes, which,we can see in her portrayal of bia;:1c characters (the
ng black single mother. Christophine,^ ^ r e x a n p l e ^ w h e n we examine her work in
of the portrayal of race and gender, it is not misplaced to suggest that Rhys could
and black á S M o t h e r , preferred,

.~P«vertheless, still narrowed,co^]^e.cff^^
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the clustering of colours in her work can be Interpreted as
In this sense, the clustering
.
universe: black against white, good
reflecting her vision of the wor
as a
association of maleness, whiteness or
against evil, rich colour against
• ire,/rarial/=llour code against
drabness and control, she seems to
ne up
^
extremely speculative to
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femaleness/blackness/ warmt /spon ane
.
«víhlte " "male" side, according to her own
see her "controlling" styl^ as an image of her white,
universal scheme.
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In the early story
and suppression of colours throug
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«character and training," seems, after

dress and manner. Miss Bruce, a
® '*Tterlv unaffected, by anything hectic, sllghtly^f
seven years in Paris, "utterly untouched,
^
successful in her world,|ì
exotic or unwholesome."
though she hai-a "respectably" large private %
in charge of her life, and a m
well-out black gown for evening
income. She wears brown sensible shoes,
^ e story has to go through M i s s %
and she is "exceedingly nice." But
had been taken ill, she «
Bruce-s things to take some clothes to the
finds in the wardrobe "a glow of colour, a riot of soft silk .
in the middle, hanging in the place of
...

two

ver^^oautiful shade of old gol.: near black dresses the one was t u

^^^^^ith a

,aunty
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embroidery of emerald and
.
positively floweredl - then '"."3?«#,
a jaunty belt, a flowered crèpe de chine
^ ^ positive huddle".f^ Ì a carnival costume complete with mask, then a
,
_ ^
ail colours, . f all stuffs.
trigers Are Better-Looking
. ^
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There is more, for Miss Bruce has a box of Inake-up,
The narrator speculates that despite her
loved which is the real c0sef;<f
"I>erpetual hunger to be beautiful and that thirst to
interestingly, on a^seSlrid |
-'-Eve - and so secretly dresses up in front of her mirror ^Interest! g
.
look, the narrator^thlnks the yellow dress is "malevolent.
■- .«l,s’Er„ce 1= .n »nu,«.l Rhyslan
practica aa unuau.l C g t a a =i auppra.aloa of har lov,
make-up.

order-and a doridnance over her love of
t W a f d s being an "Eve" {Tigers Are
fragile, dangerously feminine heroine of W
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conquered her tenddnç.
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the opposite àf
^j-s a "ghost in the 9«^*,,-
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suggestion of Her entry into permanent desire,
results'of passionaf^lov.^
. n o 2 . • Antoinette, then, is a poignant depiction of the results
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colour without the_____
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of he¿ crucial experience (incarceration
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controlling, cruel or emotionally crippled.
In her portraits of the latter, ,.Rhys exploits
coloMrs to reinforce the negativity of a character. For example, Heidler in 'Quartet has
pale blue eyes. Sometimes Rhys uses a pale skin to Indicate this unwanted hegemonic
tendency.
In Smile Please, there is an"important passage which conveys her dislike of her own
skin colour in relation to that of her brothers and sisters:
Catching sight of rflyself in the long looking glass, I felt despair.
I
had grown into a thin girl, tall for my age. My straight hair was'pulled
severely from my face and tied with a black ribbon. I was fair with
a pale skin and huge staring eyes of no particular colour. My brothers
and sisters all had brown eyes and hair; why was I singled out to* be the
only fair one, to be called Gwendolen, which means white in Welsh I was
told ... I hated myself.
{Smile Please 14)
Rhys was a pretty woman, with striking colouring, as Leslie Tilden Smith's daughter Anne
remembers, having green eyes, white skin and reddish-brown halr.^^ ïet her consciousness
rejects her own colouring. Clearly, she felt herself that black people were better
looking than white. Her mother, she records, preferred black babies to .white»dnes',
thereby probably reinforcing Rhys* .self-rejection {Smile Please, 33).
She seems to have made her appearance, her make-up and dress, a central aspect of
her sense of self. In old age,' she greeted David Plante wearing ill-applied make-up. In
her fiction, women often wear make-up,.»and significance is attached .£o how It' is.îapplled
a n d ‘what colours are used. Make-up is a mask before the world, an adding of«colour to a
pale face, a covering up of imperfections real or imagined. In Rhys’ .flctionV'it-is
another colour code. Cri-Cri, in Quartet, is a model, with sleek black hair, green eyes
and white skin. Her make-up is astonishingly accurate, and^she favours red, which is an
important colour in Rhys and mainly signifies desire, sexual vitality, defiant-ifeminlne

i»- Her round Cheeks were painted orange-red, her lips vermilion, her' green>‘
- eyes shadowed with kohl, her pointed nose dead white. There was never „
1
too much or too little, or a lock of her sleek black hair out of place.«»
, A wonderful performance..^^ » ,
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In the same novel, the male patron of a bar is said to have -crimson where crimson
should be, and rose-colour where rose-colour" {Quartet 9). Make-up well-applied is not
only a sign of attractiveness, but ‘also of being in control, and being able to,.-shape and
yet not crush the vital spirit which id .the basis .of an appeal to. others. It* «is>4 of ’ course, a way of colouring the self, and giving the impression-of being a persorvof vivid
appearance.'

.
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...

strong colours are associated for .Rhys with sexuality, .the life force, the ^libido.
In her scheme of race and gender, black people and women, often wearing make-up, convey
the life force by their vivid presence. • This is a simplistic and reductive vision of both
tace and gender, but one on which-Rhys-relied a good deal in her writing. For. .example,
her portrait of the Sidi, in The Left Bank,, is full of strong colours, ebony, reds Up s,
ivory -as a strong contrast, copper. He has eyes -full of vivid images/and thp -hot., light
of Morocco." In Voyage In the Dark, the passage describing the carnival makes primary
colours the central focus:
^
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j „aa watching them from between the slMts of. the .jalousies dancing,' along
" Î3W * dressed in red and blue and yeilow the women with their dark necks and;
( arms covered with white powder - dancin'r a»«.--
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ln all tha colours of Cha rainbow and Che sky so blue ...
■
(Voyage In che Dark 157)

Bright colours, then, are not just warming and a sign of life, but a sign also of
resistance to repression.
In this context, the colour red is particularly important
especially, when it is"a dominant colour.
In some of Rhys' descriptive passages, life
seems trapped by an unfeeling ordering of society, and this is conveyed.in the small
d^Îails ofcolour which enter a scene, suggesting vitality, but without the capacity to
change the major elements of the environment (red lights reflected on a wet, dar s reet,
a lampshade striped in yellow and green, etc.).
Red, however, and also pln)c, are often central in Rhys' writing. Pinh, in her
writing is the colour of seduction: lingerie, evening dresses, beds (in old age, Rhys had
a pink wig). Red is often present in, descriptions of tropical landscapes and is often,
p r f f e g e d in her lists of primary colours. In )/ide Sargasso Sea, Antoinette's red dress
is a powerful symbol in her imprisonment, as a memory of living ful y, an a poss
V
ff s a f t y and happiness,
something you can touch and hold Ilice my red dress
that has
a mfaning- (151). Red is in fact the central colour in - o i n e t t p
She says of the sky, "it was red and all my life was in it,
(
•
h
f
colour of the flamboyant flower, which Antoinette loves. But it is not just any
n o
strong colour .which,^she finds .-important. .Her vision .of England includes red, ^ut
which is dull and unappealing:
"... this cardboard world where everything is
.
brown or dark red or yellow-that has no light in if" (148). Finally, of course, there 1
the fire in Antoinette's final dream, which brings her home, so to speak, and
"«y
represent the ..unrestrained desire which consumes her. She and the
are opposite poles of .the-smotional spectrum: she, wild, immature, u
o
, ,
»>.•
. c ^ o f f o n f gf-, he,' disciplined, afraid of feeling and of what he cannot control, i n s u r e
-and narrow.
She loves all bright colours, especially red. He is .repelled by them.■.1
this context, we can perhaps understand the red to be a
insatiable, immediate, like Wilson Harris' image of hell,

T'
the hound of f

.

in this love of desire as flame, Antoinette resembles Marya in Quartet, who r a f i ^
that if the lustfufcbut shalflów Heidler dreamed, h±s dreams would not be "many-co ou
,
Tr dark shot with flame like her own." Instead, they would.be almost "certainly gross,
: : t r i f e Vl . blue, secretive eyes" (Quartef ..76,. . Heidler is another ^ t r o l l i n g ^
and Marya another victim, .full of life but »unable .to direcf her energies in
directions to protect herself-, w
■
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But if red promises pleasure whidh is not sustained and is finally outweighed .by^
,paln yellow is fresh sunshine and clear hope and promise wlien tropical, or
threlt.»l»9-o- d.pr9.3l»,,wl.9n '...ocl9«<i;»lth white people ot 9 ,ey weather,

^tp

, atew-yelle» m e - t h e i r i.k*a'är.tTdw«'i«
i.me.*et. a
’h!=h Stephae ho„,ht M r 1«. • happier tl.«, which la ae.oclated with a dedory ot
"fresh and young and like a, flower," .(Quartet,-127)%

L ik e y e l W a n d r e d , .b lu d can b e .b o th p o s i t i v e and. n e g a tiv e in Rhys'
;trong blues (the tropical sea and sky) llave a better>slgnificance than paler » h a ^ s ^
(eyes, tnuslin). But blue and white together sometimes, signify childhood
t r e ^ d of Good Morning, Midnight, Sasha's horrificendounter with the
figure, -another poor devil of a-human being."
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* made even

intense concern as to whether his dressing gown is< blue or
which is a powerful' colour ,ln the Dominican landscape,
ue
llvlh, .dotlohd and o n « ® , which 1. the tropical ah.lronn«nt Ih
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PP®hrance Is of central Importance In the

her pros, was, a. Porr;.n“Íd u u o . r ñ r w
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masculine style. In Rhys’ work extre^s^of
”®y^^rom that of other women, almost a
on. another, lust as In her p L U theTar^f "PPosltlonal force, meet and struggle against
Ohallenged hy the powerful c Z r c l ' « U i r t L " " ' " " "
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gsa<'en at coullbrl 1, a good example of

Orchids flourished out of reat-h ny fr.y
, ,
reacn or for some reason not to be touched
nnm
was snaky looking, another like an octopus with long thin brown tentacles
orchid flowered -.then not an inch of, tentacle showed; *lt was a bLlShaped mas. of white, mauve, deep purples, wonderful to see. r L ^ o nt
was very -sweet and strong. 1 never went near It. ,iue sargasso Sea l\,
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changing combinations of colours convey changing
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‘^o^'Lrrilnbrtan^ i;« ^ Protagonist in -Overture and Beginners Please- relates colour
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-confidence, when an aunt buys, a. dress she' dislikes for
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But I knew the exact, day when I lost belief in myself and cold caution
took control;4 it was when she bought.me the ugly dress instead of the
pretty wine-coloured one. (Sleep It Off Lady 71) /A
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-Enforce or
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or-'substitute'maternal.iaffectlon;
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«n Quartet,-Marya describes wallpaper in a bedroom which might be -in hell,- ■vellow
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green and dullish mauve flowers crawling over black walls" <93), a kind of perverse and
distorted image of tropical flowers, lacking light and life. Later In the same novel,
Marya feels "numb and grey like a soul in limbo" (1L4).
Colours, then, function as a kind of Insurrection within the careful control of
Rhys' prose style. Her use of colours grows more Intense through her work until Wide
Sargasso Sea, after which there is a lessening of central Importance for colour in her
writing. Rhys’ work exhibits a strong tension between control and strong feeling, both
the portrayal of character, and in the structure of her prose (her precision and clarín,,
and her use of colours). Like the tulips in the hall at Mr. James' house in After Leav.
Mr Mackenzie, Rhys' fiction is a striking'arrangement of conflicting elements. There is
little resolution of opposed forces within her work, which mainly shows the impossibili-,
of union between different kinds of personalities and emotional intensities.
In this
exploration óf confrontations between men and women, different races, different cultures
and different moral imperatives, Rhys.' use of colours plays a central and consistently
Üï

illuminating part.

!!!

But perhaps the most* fascinating drama which plays .out here is the conflict betwee.'
the controlling writer Rhys and the feminine, chaotic woman Rhys, a drama which produces
the exquisite tensions in her writing, and which is never resolved. Thus, for me, her t
of colours is far more than that of an artist, far more even than a useful symbol‘ic
patterning to deepen the sensuousness of her prose. , It is the expression of Rhys>,-,sense
of sporttaneous',"sensuous, natural experience, consta'htly'surrounded and embattled *by. the
ordering which is as necessary to successful living as it is necessary to successful.
writing, and which, however she characterised it (niisguidediy, as-male), Rhys knew'and
accepted whenever she took up her pen to write, and more significantly, to edi.t,¥^bout

UNVEñSlTY n p V l i i A . U ^co .
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which she was, very particular indeed..

$

i^

In the Interpretation of Hide Sargasso Sea, there ^Is a tendency f o r ‘crltfc^dtaake
Antoinette the sympathetically regarded victim of colonisation; I think Rhys wasi'S^ylng
something else, in giving Antoinette's husband so much of the narrative. »'.She:'Wàsìt
illuminating the tragedy of a collision of ¡extremes, neither capable of giving'-’Bàiààèe t;
the other, and therefore neither capable of developing the art of living as .V
develop the art of balancing internal forces, within-wordst'¡and structures:Mf.*>*oi
in some important ways a.casualty of the oppositions which characterised her l'if
contexts:* black versus white, woman versus man, .poor* versus'rich, -CaribbeaiToyerS
English, often remained within those oppositions. . But d n her writing,,'fshef'Jot
balance control' and spontaneity, and tjie* role of. colours- in her flctlon.;iiaia^a
of the ‘search "for. perfect stylistic- balance, for a Volce>.for each of the co^lt
opposites which live 'within her unresolved and unresolvable fictional, worltt-J^âl
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^Jean Bhys, Smile Please: An Unfinished Autobiography,:. Zondon,,
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^See, however: Peter Wolfe (Jean 'Rhys, Boston, Twayne, -1980) Vho anote'»jftlW|
the colour of despair’in Rhys* work,' that yellow ls.’*the'!5 ‘colbürs'dß 4fea:Spâ,t.
blue dominates both Quartet and Ford's -The Good Soldier} "and the‘i‘"dusty5Ç;
"Let Them Call It Jazz"; Carole Angler {Jean Rhys, Harmondsworth,i<Pengg,
the imf>ortance of colour to the young Rhys in the story Of her: auntStal
for clothes,'and the yellow-grey sky of Cambridge" whoreRRhysiwenti^o>
of no hope; Louis James .(Jean Rhys, London,.-Longman,-’.3.R78) nota^liot^.
•and quotes Alex Waugh saying he never^thoughf of.gfreeff heforeí.,hd^¡*l
;aà "a colour-that could dazzle you"* .(l-K^knd thati Rhÿs-Ç^*îBens:
Caribbean,” was very aware of brlghtness>aHet«îivKBbe)idr«ÏJaan\Jlhÿ»5b

\
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Montreal, Eden Press', 1981), discusses blue and white as part of her spiritual-feminist
approach to Rhys; James Llndroth*s discussion of Rhys ("Arrangements in Silver and Grey;The Whisterlan. Moment in the Short F).ction of. Jean Rhys, • The Review of- Contemporäry
Fiction, Sunaner' 1985, 128-134) is the most sustained discussion of Rhys and colours; Jan
Curtis ("The Room and the Black Background: A Reinterpretation of Jean Rhys' Good Morning
Midnight,* World Literature Written In English, voi. 25, no. 2, 1985, 265-270) mentions
the black, colourfully embroidered dress which Sasha loves in Good Morning, Mldnlghtr
hope to extend this discussion at a future time to Include all of Rhys' palette in
detail.
^Alice Walker, The Color Purple, New York, Washington Square Press,'1982.
^Lilla Bek and Annie Wilson, What Colour Are You?, Wellingborough, Turningstone Press,
1981.
W

Luscher, The Luscher Colóur Test, Ian Scott, translator, .London, Pan Books, 1971,

71-72, emphasis mine.
"^David Plante, Difficult Women, A Memoir of Three: Jean Phys,^Sonla Orwell, .Germaine
Greer, London, Futura, 1984.
-q. . < s

■*'U

8v.S. Nalpaul, born Trinidad and Tobago in 1932, went to live and work in-England 1950.
His work, which has tones ranging from satirical to ironical to serious, is highly
regarded, Justifiably, for its fine technique, but Naipaul has been resented and disliked
by many in the Caribbean for his unbalanced criticisms .of hls.jiative region,-and the
unexplored -racial and sexual bias in his work. His work contains a preponderance,of
Inexplicably bleak .women characters, and emotionally numb or-underdeveloped menv- Joyful
sexuality, emotional responsiveness and genuine warmth of personality are^scarce in his
work, of which the most obvious example in this respect is Guerrillas (19.7.5).. By
contrast, the moving and complex-A House for Mr. Biswas (1961), whilst .exposing and
denying romanticism and optimism, creates an emotionally subtle'.world, ;.an4,tj.s ,-a-very
. .»»i w

humane novel,

•

.a.

-fi A

-

^Rochester,' of course, is not named in the novel, but by the-^lntertextuaKconnectlon with
Charlotte Bronta'.s Jane Eyre, we know his name.-'

* t'-'-'ï.'i.î "
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10 Jean Rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea, -Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1968,.,59.
.
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11 Jean Rhys, "Let Them Call It Jazz," Tlgets Are Better-Looking,, Harmondsworth^ Penguin,
.V'

•
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lajean Rhys, Good Morning, Midnight, Harmondsworth,-Penguin,**1969.
13 Joan Rhys, Voyage In the D a rk , -.Harmondsworth,-Penguln, 1 ® ® ^ ^ ^"*1

14 Jean Rhys, -Illusion,-«(originally in The Left Bank) ^Tigers
Harmondsworth, Penguin,-,-140.

15 Thomas Staley,
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Better-looking,^^
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Jean Rhys: A Critical Study,. London, Macmillan. 197>. 13-

16
- <>Jean Rhys, Quartet, Harmondsworth,! .Penguin, 1971^ 33.-—
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Wilson Harris, -aeracles," «Eternity ,to Season, Aondon,t,Re* Heacoq Bqoits^'.Wt#-^.?.>fjean Rhys, -Overture and Beginners Pleas««* Sleep.It. Off Lady„: Harmondsworth,\penguin,
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1976, 71.
lajean Rhys, "Till September Pettpnella, " Tigers Are Better-Looking, Harmondsworth,
Penguin, 10.
James Llndroth, op. cit., 128.
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L'AUTOPORTRAIT. 00 J,E TOMBEAU DE NARCISSE DANS SMILE PLEASE DE JEAN RHYS
Sylvie Maurel
II
;
it4

li
■5is
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Le terme d ’autoportrait, pris dans son acception la plus générale, est comme soufflé
au lecteur par l'oeuvre de Jean.Rhys. Il'est induit par l'un de ces aspects les plus
immédiatement perceptibles: l'écriture de Jean Rhys est indubitablement solidaire de son
vécu. Elle disait ne pouvoir écrire qu'à partir dé ce qu'elle connaissait: "I can't malee
things up, 1 can't invent.",;^Si bleri que son oeuvre est généralement considérée par la
critique comme .une manière d'autoportrait au sens large, où l'écrivain se mire en'même
temps qu’il'se peint, pour-en retirer, qui sait, quelque jouissance narcissique, à moins
que s'auto-représenter n'ait des vertus thérapeutiques.
'y *
titv
»*
Néanmoins, Jean Rhys délaisse la fiction pour la première fols à la fin de sa vie
avec Smils J'lease, paru_«rt 1979 et^sous-^titré par l ’éditeur "An Unfinished
Autobiography."^ Elle scèle pour la première fols un pàs^e autobiographique avec le .
.lecteur,- au-sens'où Philippe Lejeune l ’entend, ^ et porte un 's M a r d rétrospectif sur sa vie
et sur son oeuvré. C'est'sur ce texte que je me fonderai pourN^alyser la notion
d'autoportralt,î ou plus exadtement sur la première partie de SmlXe Please, la seule qui
soit véritablement achevée, puisque'la mort empêcha ensuite l ' a u t ^ r de veiller aux

-révisions qu'elle'jugeait nécessaires avant-publication.

\

Smile-Please porte l ’étiquette d'autobiographie et rien ne noi s autorise à assimiler
■'sans précaution autôblographle et aûtdportralt, bien qu'en recherchant chez tel ou’itel
quelque garde-fou critique,/.l'on s ’aperçioive que toute tentative de définition associa
obstinément à-,1 'autoportrait l'autobiographie comme double générlqte. Les
*
caractéristiques .formeïleV de a-'autopo’
ftralt sont mal définies: c’jst. un genre à.^parti#.Toutefois, la
nous dit-on, un genre qui tend à regrouper des écrits inclassables
f*.
féire
sur des critères
distinction-entre autoportrait et autobiographie semble pouvoir se
de temporalité. L'autoportrait en général, et Smile Please en pari iculler, ne sontças
assujettis à l'ordre chronologique,'qui est souvent le principe structurant de
l'autobiographie elassique.’»'^^

». 4v,

Le terme d'autopSrtralt-me tente âussl pour ses origines. / Il nous vient
peintura et me parait susceptible d'élargir le chanç d ’Investigation que l'autobic>Îr^m»par"naturei'ltVné à-reSttefndrà à "^l‘hist(5ite'd'une personnalité J rapportée llnôalri«^^*
Appliqué à l ’écrit, il est nécessairement métaphorique puisquvil désigne un
train de-sa-peindra.
Il met inplicitemant en relation deux ^st è m e s de
cette tension métaphoricfue'pose une problématique‘de la repMsentatlon dé la sùKj
De plus, le terme désigne à la fols le produit, l ’oeijére-oMet, et le processus
production.
Il est doublement réflexlf^ retour du je sur ioi„ retour de l'oeuvre
elle-même,«..Ep plaçant, au centre-du cadra le je-écrivaq^ «Sans ses tentatives .de.sa^ê^^

.^«-object,’»l£-Pfpoie'*l‘
af' qué'stidi|;»dés 4rap|tofts.*entr«Ue’'ver^«‘et ;la'subjectÌHittéJ
iShuP2# FÍéásflCn.'est;. pás«,une entreiírise strlcteméíít narcissique-aìi sens*’'Coué

